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Bishops should let
Catholic experts
write pastorals
write pastorals

Thisis thefirst in asix-part series'ofdiscussions on the American Bishops pastoralletter on the U.S. economy.
by Crystal Kua

Instead ofdrafting their own statements
on such issues as the American economy
and thenuclear arms race, theU.S. Catholic Bishops should instead commission a
group of Catholic political and economic
expertsto prepare statements that thebishops could endorse, said a Seattle theologian Monday night.
"Having sanctioned such a board of
Catholic experts, the bishops should approve their statementas a statement simply
withdediof men and womenexperts
cation to the (Catholic) tradition and expertise in the matter," said Peter Chirico,
S.S., ofthe Seattle Archdiocese. He added
that this board could be made up of clergy
and laity.
Chirico and Gary Chamberlain, S.U.
associate professor of theology, were on
opposing sides ofthequestion "Should the
Bishops be entering the fields of political
and economic debate," at the first of a sixpart series of forums titled, "To Shape a
Just Economy: A Discussion o theDraft of
the American Bishops' Pastoral Letter."
About 55 peopleattended the forum.
The first draft of the pastoral on the U.S.
economy was released last November at
the annual meeting of the American bishops in Washington, D.C. Catholics across
the country were then asked respond to the
first draft, in order that a broad range of
viewscould be heardbefore a second draft

...

I;

was completed.

Originally scheduled for completion

next month, the drafting of the secondpas-

toral has now been postponed until the
bishops meet again in November in order
to allow even more public comment. A final copy of the pastoral is expected to be
released in November 1986.
Chirico explained that currently, the
bishops draft pastorals after first listening
to testimony and advice from people
thought to be knowledgable in aparticular
field. These people are not necessarily
deeply-rooted in the Catholic faith, he
said, adding that the bishops should not
rely on expertise alone.
"It's just like sayingIcan find out what
illsI
have by putting questions to a doctor,"
saidChirico.
Chamberlain noted that the bishops'
competence in drafting statements on issues of the day is not being questioned, but
rather the process they use to arrive at the
conclusions and recommendations made
in the pastorals.
To illustratehis point. Chamberlain said
that Americans would not consider PresidentReaganan expertin the economy, nor
Secretary of State George Schultz an expert in international affairs.
"They are not experts and we did not
elect them as experts,but rather they utilize the resources and expertise of other
people in those areas, and thenbased upon
those resources and expertise, implement
policies connected to the values that they
hold. Perhaps the bishops' situation is
something like that," explainedChamberlain.
Since the Second Vatican Council,
Chamberlain said, the church views itself
as one of the many institutions of society
and it can alsobe subject to criticisms like
other institutions. Thisis in contrast to beliefs held during the late 19th century and
early 20th century that the church was
above society, acting as teacher and dictat(continued on page 12)

Jim "Ciscoe" Morrisstands besideone of his favorite campus landmarks,a dying RedOak. The ill-fated tree and many
other healthy plants and flowers will be highlighted during tomorrow's campus gardening tour.

Ciscoe:

Master gardener will introduce
280,000 Visitors' to campus

by Clarke VV. Hammersley
Our campus will soon be host to
Theanswer is no,at least not under normalcircumstances. In this case, however,
the circumstances are not normal
— because
our visitors will not be human they'll be
insects — and "good"insects at that.
Grounds supervisor Jim "Ciscoe" Morris does not like to spray chemicals on

S.U.s plants. Presumably, not many gardenersdo.But not many people know what
"good" insects are either so they often
endupspraying their plants or doing nothing at all, hoping the bugs willgo away or
that the plants will somehow survive the

—

invasion.
But as S.U.s ownmastergardener, Morris knows what goodinsectsare andhow to
use them. Spraying ishis last resort.
"We will be releasing about 280,000
good insects on campus to eat the bad
ones," says Morris. "Not only will this
prevent the need for spraying, but it will
also beautify the campus."
The insects, he says, wouldbe unable to
survive without the adequate supply of
nectar that the newly planted flowers
would give. These flowers, in turn, will
helpmake our campus moreattractive.
The "good" insects Morris is referring
to arecalled Lacewings.They looklike big
greenmosquitos.
to are called Lacewings.They looklike big
greenmosquitos.
"These insects are not very noticeable
and areharmless tohumans," Morris says,
adding that he hopes the Lacewings will
establish themselves on campus and produce larvae (new-bornLacewings) for the
future. "These larvae are like cannibals,"
he said, "and they devour anything that
pose a danger to plants. They look like
miniature alligators." For the time being,
however, heis going toplace his ownLacewing larvae on campus until the adult
Lacewings themselves are able to make a
home on campus and produce their own
larvae.

Morris said he's taking a risk with the
plan because Lacewingshave been known
tobe somewhat uncooperative,simply flying away before the job is done. But he
added that the chances of this are slight.
"If this plan succeeds and the Lacewings
Even though this gamble has little
chance of failing, why is he gambling to
begin with when he could simply spray the
bugsaway?
His answer is simple. For one, he says,
he loves his plants. Insects are not nearly
as dangerous to plants as spraying can be.
And two, It's cheaper. If the plan works,
the money saved from not spraying the
plants for many years will save a lot of
money forS.U.
Morris wants everyone to know the reason behind his love of S.U.s flora. So
much, in fact, thathe has scheduled a gar-

dening tour for tomorrow. The tour will be
from noonto 1p.m.
"One of the funnest aspects of my job
are the questions peopleask," he said.For
those of you who would like to attend, the

group will meet in front of the bookstore.
The touritself promises to be fullof useful
information. It must be noted, however,
that Morris' plants include more than just
flowers, shrubs, bushes, etc. He includes
trees in hisdefinition as well.
Morris will show fellow gardeners his
favorite plantsand explain why they arehis
favorites. "My pride and joy are the two
Oak trees (a Scarlet and a Red) in front of
the LA Building," he said.Besidesholding
a special attraction for the campus gardener, the Red Oak tree has a deadly disease and may have to be taken out soon,

_ ____

_ —

Morrissaid.
-ease and may have to be taken out soon,
a

J

Morris said.
"The Redhasbeen attacked by a deadly
mushroom called Armillaria. This mushroom attacks sick trees by growing a long,
shoestring-type root that taps into the tree's
water transfering system. Since thismushroom only attacks sick trees, something

to have happened to the tree before I
got here (seven years ago).Maybe a storm
tore its roots or something Idon'tknow
we're losing the battle to save it. Its goThe possible loss of one of his trees is
not stopping him and his staff from planting more,however. They have been planting a variety of trees on campus even

had

—

—

—

ones from other countries.
"We've been adding plants from other
parts of the world. We've got aBaltic Pine,
Frazier Firs from British Columbia and
the Black Forest inEurope,and twoBristle
Cone Pines which are found only in the
high elevations of the world,Morris said.
He added that the Bristle Cones' ancestors
are considered the oldest plants on earth
with some growing as far back as 10,000
yearsago.
It's a sure bet that Morris will bring
these points up, inmore detail, on tomorrow's garden tour. Ifhe does, you can also
count on him bringing up S.U.s other
plants as well evenrocks.
Rocks'? Yes. S.U.s campus has a lot of

—

intentionally placed rock formations that
most of us may know little about.
intentionally placed rock formations that
most of us may know little about.
According to Morris, aman named Fujtiaro Kubota was hired by S.U. in the late
1930s to construct variousrock formations
around campus. Morris tries to integrate
these formations with his landscaping
work to create a unique "landscape
theme" for the campus.
"We try to integrate the Japanese theme
started by Fujtiaro with an alpine-type
theme," he said. He unofficially calls this
theme "theCiscoeinfluence" and it can be
seenallover campus.
"TheCiscoeinfluence" is characterized
by either plants planted on a mound with
rocks around them (such as the Japanese
tree to the left of Campion's main entrance), or by rocks associated with, in
some other subtle way,any other variety of
(continued on page 10)
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Forgiveness no longer a forgotten topic on campus
by Kerry Godes
Forgiveness. Everyone has a story about
a time in their lives, maybe even now,
when they just weren't able to forget a

hurt. Or perhaps they remember a day
when a grudge they'd held for years suddenly melted away for no apparent reason.
The truth is, forgiveness isa topic that
"engages people", says psychology department chairperson Steen Hailing. It
touches them deeply and often affects the
way they live; yet it is also a topic that has
been neglected by psychologists and contemporary theologians alike.
Hailing attributes much ofthe neglect to
an aversion on the part of many psychologists "to look at anythingwith theological
overtones. They want to be as scientific as
possible and look at things independently.
It'salmost aphobia."
Partly out of a desire to correct this neglect, and partly out of a personal interest
in the topic, Hailing andJan Rowe, assistant professor of psychology, decided to
take up aresearch project specifically focusing on"the* way people experience forgiveness.

Together with four S.U. graduate

stu-

dents, theybeganresearching literature on

—

the subject which amounts to about "20
articles in 17 years" compared to anaverage 20,000 psychology-oriented articles
published on various subjects each year,
says Hailing. Since fall quarter, they have
also interviewed 12 people from various
backgrounds, asking them to "describe a
time when forgiving someone became an
issue" for them.
The group has begun to examine the
results of the interviews and is also working to prepare two presentations of their
findings, which will be given next month
at the fourth annual International Human

Sciences Research Conference at the University of Alberta.
So far, the only common response the
group hasbeen able to pick out ofthe interviewsis that, for most people, forgiveness
is somethingthat happensspontaneously.
"There's a sense that it's a gift or grace,
something that comes from outside themselves," says Rowe. "It's spontaneous,

meaning that it happens at the moment that

it comes," agreesHailing
In addition, many of those interviewed
have set conditions they feel must be met
before they will forgive. In most cases the
conditions are probably impossible to
meet, says Hailing, or theyrequire that the
other person change before they are forgiven.
About half the interview subjects have
been able to forgive someoneimportant to
them, while the other half are still struggling to forgive. Yet there is evidence to
suggest that those whohaven't beenable to
forgive "haven't decided not to," Rowe

says.
In their interpretation of the literature
and data from interviews, the group has
come to realize that analysis can be not
only scientifically impersonal but also interpersonal, Hailing says. Working in
pairs, one member of the group who has
not conducted the interview will analyze
the responses witha member whohas conducted the interview. In that way, theyprovide a "check" foreach other's interpretations.
Hailing and Rowe say they've been im-

pressed withthe commitment andenthusiasm the graduate students have demonstrated while working on the project,
noting that it has meant an extra workload
of over 10 hours per week for each person
involved.

The students are also co-authoring the
papers to be presented next month, and
Hailing and Rowe say they would like to
see them attend the conference, but are
afraid finances may not allow them to do
so.

The university is paying for Hailing and
Rowe's trip, and colleagues have contributed to the cause by selling unwanted
books and donating the proceeds, but the
students must pay their own way. which
amountstoabout $3 10 per person for travel
and lodging.
The four students involved in the project
are Michael Leifer, Emily Daves, Diane
Powers and Jeanne Vanßronkhorst.
In addition to developing papers for the
upcoming conference, Hailing says the
group may spend part of the summer developing a comprehensive article from the
presentations.

'No Business As Usual'

Day of discussion to question defense policies

by Mireille Hunt
"Today the cry of 'nobusiness as usual'
has arisen
because it is believedthat
'business as usual' willlead to the destruction of our planet," said Carmichael Pe-

.. .

ters,S.J.

Peters, theology and classical languages
instructorat S.U.,wasoneoffive panelists
to speak in support of the upcoming "No
Business as Usual Day." About 60 people
attended the forum last Thursday, titled,
"World War 111, How real is the danger?"
and held at the Langston Hughes Cultural
Center in Seattle.
"No Business as Usual Day," April 29,
is part of a national movement to discuss
the present defense policies and to challenge the talk by government officials of
both the United States and the Soviet Union, because it could lead to ultimate destruction, saidPeters.

On S.U.s campus,it means that the fac-

ulty will be asked to spend the class time
discussing the issue at stake, or at least to
connect the issue of war to the class, said
Peters.
Should the Congress dare vote against
the MX missile— called 'peace keeper,"
notes Peters— it would jeopardize peace

talks. This is another

type

of

argument

used recently to solicit votes favorable to

the missile, pointed out Peters. "That's
M.A.D. (Mutually Assured Destruction)," said Peters, using the official terminology.
In an interview following the forum,Petersgave examples of "government talk."
"Every time," he said, "that theUnited
States comes up with a new weapon, we
are told that we are behind the Russians.
Whether true ornot, it generatesfear and it
is propaganda."
He said that the task of unmasking seems
necessary because many people were mis-

informed about the nature of what was
happening in Southeast Asia in the '60s.
"No Business as Usual" was used for
the first timein 1970, when U.S. students
opposed the invasion of Cambodia and
fought— tostop the 'business as usual'
— of the
time the horror in Vietnam said Peters.

"What is important for the campus as a
Christian institution," said Peters, "is to
establish the question whetherwe rock our

souls in the bosom of the bomb or in the
bosom of Abraham.

"It is our hope," he said, "that on April
effort to unmask the
ideology which justifies these policies,
and that we oppose the propaganda which
seems to justify the policies, without ourselves engaging in propaganda."
Catherine Carey, writer for North West
Passage newspaper, also addressed the forum audience.
29, we will make an

—

It is likely, she said, that a third world
—
involving nuclear weapons
would happen in a third world country bewar

cause of the escalation in conventional and
guerilla warfare.
She said that, thanks tomodern technology, foot soldiers can now carry nuclear
weapons and still move veryquickly. They
are currently trained to use them, she said.
According to Carey, many of the 4,000
cruise missiles to be deployed will be deployed inCentral Americaand the Middle
East.
Carey called the audience's attention to
the U.S. government's attitude. Specifically, she spoke of President Reagan's efforts to repeal the World PowerAct, which
requires Congress approval in case ofmilitary intervention abroad.

BRIAN ROONEY/THE Sritu iATOH

Carmichael Peters, S.J., took part in the "No Business AsUsual" forumheld to
discuss the possibilityof a third world war.

Moreover, she said, the Army itself
would like to be given the power of decision to use nuclear weapons "when they
see fit" in the name of efficiency on the
battlefield.
The neutron bomb, said Carey, a conventional weapon according to President
Reagan, kills more people and more
quickly thanother nuclear weapons, while
it spares the buildings.
Finally. Carey warned against what she
called an "alarming tendency," which she
sees in the use of simulationmachines with
typical battlefield situations.
"It has," she said, "the same effect as a
toy gun onkids. The reality gets lost in the
fascination with weapons," said Carey.
Other panelists included a man known
only as Jessie from Vietnam Veterans

against War and Mike Scheel from the
Revolutionary Communist Party, U.S.A.
Their presentations focusedon the respective ideologies of the groups they represented.
Jessie reminded the audience of "the
atrocities committed in Vietnam" and of
the administration's attitude.
"The government would rather have
them (the veterans) watch TV. and rememberPOWs whilepreparing for World
WardIII," said Jessie,barelyhidinghis anger.
"Werefuse togive our stamp ofapproval
to a bloodbath," said Jessie. "We will not
be the next recruiter. We pledge to rip the
youth out of their hands. To hell with national honor," he saidin conclusion.
Scheel said that, if survived, "World
War 111 wouldcarry init the seeds of World
War IV."
He saidthere is moreconcern with accumulation of profit than with children dying
ofmalnutrition. "
"Revolution, he said, "is the only
chance to prevent World War 111. It is a
longshot,but it is thebest shot." His party,
said Scheel, welcomed the diversity in
unity for "No Business as Usual Day," rallying behind the slogan, "The government
must be stopped from launching World
War 111, no matter what it takes."
Peters, however, in a later interview,
made clear that he supported "No Business as Usual," but added, "I will never
support 'no matter what it takes,' because
it is basically an annihilation of human
freedom," and can justify totalitarianism,

he said.
"Willy nilly, we are children of Hitler.
The genocide has a new name, itis the destructionofthe whole world," saidanother
panelist, Patrick Diehl.
Diehl was speaking for the Livermore
Action Group, a California-based research
group dedicated to the information of the
public concerning the U.S. military research done in California.
Reagan's strategic defense, said Diehl.
includes 'Starwars' which "promises to be
of first strike capability."
"There is no significant treaty on disarmament," he said, "because the superpowers ignore their treaties."
How can we stop 'business as usual,'
when voting has failed and massive peace
demonstrationsin Europe did not stop the
arms race, askedDiehl?
"We must find a way of convincing people of the growing sense of urgency
Civil disobedience is now thinkable." said
Diehl, "and more indispensable. We must
have courage and strength."

...

Teachers tour
to educate
Americans
by Mark Benvegnu

Central America is a region plagued by

problems of political unrest, economic
stagnation, violence, and illiteracy. According to the members of the Central

American Teachers Tour, these problems
have been caused or made worse by the
UnitedStates.

This message was delivered by the tour
teach-in at Pigott Auditorium Saturday.
The tourisadelegation of five educators
from the region, all of whom are representatives of the Federation of Central
American Teachers Organizations, a coalition of teachers' unions dedicated to improving conditions in Central America
through education and literacy campaigns.
The group's stay in Seattle was the first
stop ina tour that will take them to several
cities along the West Coast. Along the way,
they are visiting schools, colleges,
churches, and labor groups. The teach-in
consisted of statements by Roberta Lindeman of the Seattle Teachers in Solidarity
With ANDES, Helen Strickland of theEducators for Social Responsibility, statements by the delegates themselves, and
short workshops on special topics. Also
available at the teach-in were numerous
pamphlets, newspapers, and books focusing on the problemsof Central America.
Roberta Lindeman set the tone for the
teach-in withher opening statement. "We
are concerned," she said, "about U.S. foreignpolicy andconcernedabout educating
Americans about conditions in Central
at a community

America."

She then accused the U.S. government
of trying to keep the delegates out of the

JEFF fIOBEHTSON/THE SPECTATOR

Various political groups and businesses took advantage of a recent tour of Central American educators to promote their
wares in Pigott hallways. Seattle was the first stop for the delegation, who will tour the West Coast conducting teach-ins
designed to improve American awareness of conditions in their region.
country by initially

denying them visas.
Through theefforts ofCongressman Mike
Lowry andothers,however, the visas were
eventually attained. "Approval of the visas," she continued, "was a victory for us,
for thepeople of Seattle, and for the people
ofthe United States."

Lindeman argued that it was important
for the educators to speak in schools because, "Our students can't count on get-

ting the truth or the real facts from the
Reaganadministration."
Helen Strickland, of the Educators for

Social Responsibility,began her statement
withan account ofher experiencesinNicaragua. She described the Nicaraguans as
a people free from oppression since the
overthrow ofSomozain 1979, andone that
was beginning to overcome the problems
that plagueCentralAmerica.

She said she saw "education" everywhere. "Education," she explained, "is
more than teaching the basics of reading
and writing,but rather a political act." She

said that all people should be educators
and that this involved searching for truth
and developing a "critical consciousness."
She urged all Americans to "inform
(continuedon page eight)

New SAGA survey,Validine snags, top senate agenda
by Allison West fall
Issues concerning SAGA,

student I.D.
cards, S.U. clubs and office keys for senators were discussed at an ASSU senate
meeting last Thursdaynight.
Senator Kevin Donnelly reported thai
the SAGA committee, consisting of repre-

sentatives of various campus groups and
food service managers met to discuss issues with the service.
Donnelly said the food service plans to
survey students through anad inThe Spectator and through surveys distributed to
consumers by cashiers. Theresults will be

Clubs council begins first
meeting with budget talks
by Vonne Worth
representation,
money-making
Club
projects and budget procedures dominated
the first meeting ofthe new ASSU Council
ofClubs heldlast Wednesday in the Upper
Chieftain conference room.
Michael Sheehan, ASSUactivities vice
president, said clubs could provide manpower for events in orderto raise money.
A representative asked how this would
be done and how much money the club
might expect to raise.
"A club can co-sponsor a dance,"
Sheehan said, "theclub can check I.D.or
something like that. ASSU recovers the
cost of the danceand the rest of the money
goes to the club."
Peggy Whitlow, ASSU treasurer, described budget requirements. "Clubs may
request money forone bigevent or a series
ofsmall events," she said. But, "there is a
budget squeeze,"she added, "toget funds,
you must 'sell' your club."
"If aclubmade noother attempt to raise
money, that will be taken into consideration," Whitlow said.
Whitlow said she wantedan entire club
to form abudget request.
Clubs must plan a budget by Friday,
meet with Whitlow from April 22 to April
26 to explain requests, and the budget
committee will meet with representatives
for explanations of groups' requests from
April 2° through the first of May, according to the ASSU budgetingtime line.

Budget recommendationsare to be sent
groups by May 8, according to the
timeline.
Ifaclub is not satisfied with its budget,
there is an appealprocess. Whitlow said.
Clubs willbe eligible for "use of publicity information, postage
and more
personal helpthan money," ASSU Ist vice
president, James Gore. said.
I'm in my office from 1 to 5 p.m. every
day," Whitlow said.
"Always feel free to talk to us.I'llgo out
of my way to try to helpyou," Gore said.
As far as representationto the meetings.
Gore suggestedthree possibilities: a representative from each club, a representative
from each club group, or several representatives from each club group.
"We don't want to contact clubs too often; we want to make it worth your time,"
Gore said.
There was discussion as to whether the
club president or another person should
represent the club.
"Choose tworepresentatives fromevery
club, so one can come if the other can't,"
saidBenetta Thomas.
She also said attendance at the monthly
club meeting "should be mandatory."
But Philip Vartan, representing the
American Society of Civil Engineering,
said he didn't feel it shouldbe mandatory,
although that's "agood idea."
"Leave it up to the clubs" as to who represents them, Gore said.
to all

...

discussed by the committee.
A brochure describing student meal
plans will be distributed, Donnelly said.
Next year's meal plans will be more specific inthe formof a contract outlining the
benefits and penalties of each plan, he
said.
Plans to open a coffee cart onPigott terrace have been axed because "higher
members of the administration disapproved of theloud Pepsi sign on the cart,"
Donnelly said.
Senator Jane Huber reported that the
originalplans to make the student1.D./Validine card usable in food service, residence halls,bookstore and the libraryhave
changed. Originally, the university had
planned for the dormelevators to be run by
the cards as well as the front entrances;
however, to change the elevators would be
too expensive, Huber said.
It is also not possible todevelop a system
where a student could check out books in
the library withonly a card, because it is
not possible to tell if the student is registered for the quarter, she added.
Huber said there have also been problems withcards getting stuck in machines
because the sticker identifying whether
studentshaveenrolled for acertain quarter
are not always attached to the proper side
of the card.
Senator Jenny Yuan reported that approximately one-half of S.U. clubs sent
representatives to a "Council of Clubs"
whichhasbeen formed to helpbetter communications between clubs and the ASSU.
The meeting was the first for the council, and the purpose ofthe council and its
objectives were discussed. Yuan said.
ASSU president Dave Hankins announced that the locks in the ASSU office
had been changed for security measures.
Hankins told the senate that they were not
givenkeys becauseit was an effort to keep
the number of keys down. "The last administration had at ieast 65 keys out,"
Hankins said.
He told the senate that the office would

be open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Senator Joe Maassen saidhe understood
the reasoning behind the decision not to
hand out keys,but saidhe felt the senators
shouldhavebeen consulted.
Hankins explained that supplies have
been taken and longdistance calls made by
persons whonever should have had access
to the office. Thiskindof misuseis costly,
he said, and the ASSU can not and should
not have topay for them.
Senator Bob Brown agreed with
Hankins reasons butsaid not giving senators keys wasa "notionof lack of trust."
Senator Andrew Ott added that having a
key allows him to come in after hours and
get some work done. "Sometimes Idon't
have a
getdone withclassesuntil 5:30. IfI
key,Ican go in and get some senate work
done."
ASSU Ist vice president, James Gore
told the senators that the legal code allows
senators to have keys but they should be
aware of the securityproblems.
Ott commented thatif the keys were not
distributed that there would probably be
several resignations. No decision was
made.
Hankins told the senate that he had
talked with members of the city's engineering department about getting a stop
light for Columbia and 12th streets.
Hankins said the departmenthad surveyed
the area anddiscovered that approximately
1 14,700 cars go through on peak timesand
that a stop light was needed.Hankins suggested that if no action was taken soon, the
senate should consider getting students to
sign apetitiondemandingaction.
Goreannounced that sign-ups for springquarter senateelections are from April 15
19. Campaigningbegins April 29 with the
primary election on May 8 and the final
electionon May 15. A candidates' forum is
scheduled for May 1
Gore also announced that the senate
would begin budgeting for clubs the week
of May 20.

.
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Social justice teachings more than classroom babble?
While spring brings to a fever pitch the number of social justice rallies, teach-ins and demonstrations held in our area, while secular universities aroundthe country are questioningthe morality of holding investments in companies thatdo business with South Africa, and while
the newly-released U.S. Bishops Pastoral on campus ministry spouts
idealistic phrases about the role of higher education in developing a
more humane society, it istime once again to question the fate of social
justice issues on this campus.
Much is made of peace and justice issues in S.U. classrooms, and
many progressive — even radical speakers are allowed to question
society's morals inour auditoriums. But as the bishops say in theirlatest pastoral: "For the college or university to be an authentic teacherof
social justice, it must conduct its own affairs in a just way."
It is true thathere they are talking mostly in terms of minority enrollment, equal access regardless of financial circumstances and the need
for adequate representation of women and minorities in the faculty. But
they go on to include concerns about "questionable recruitingpractices
fostered by declining enrollments, unhealthy alliances with the military-industrial complex, the deterioration of a sense of community on
."
campus
Sound familiar? Yes, this self-professed Christian university is still
home to a military science department that is littlemore thana training
ground for future Army officers. Yes, we did just get a big, fat check
from the Boeing Company ($1 million, to be exact) for constructionof
the new engineering andcomputer science building.
Aha, you say. Wait just one minute. Isn't it better that future Army
officersbe trainedhere, in this atmosphere ofcriticalreflectionfostered
by the grand oldJesuit tradition,rather than to leave them to the wilesof
secular universities where they may never becalled upon to examine the
moral issuesofthe day, or oftheir profession?

—

...

Letters
Son of Repartee
To the Editor:
Doreen Hunter's "Repartee"column on

page five of yourApril 10 issue raises some
challenging questions which deserve re-

While Ido not take issue with the accuracy of her observations regarding the
physical condition of Marian or the Liberal Arts building classrooms, I'm afraid
she has permitted deduction to take precedence over investigative reporting.
The result is a headline which gives an
unwarranted black eye to a small group of
dedicated and skillful tradesmen who are
struggling to cope with $4 million in deferredmaintenance needs.
I'dbe pleased to provide The Spectator
staff withsome examples of how weareag-

gressively addressing many maintenance

problems not readily apparent to the layman's eye, and explain the rationale used
in prioritizing maintenance and repair
actions.Ms. Hunter needonly have asked.
Joe Sommer
Director of PhysicalPlant Services
Editor 's note:
The Spectator, through the Repartee
column, makes itspages available to readers who wish to express opinionsabout issues that affect campus life. Doreen
Hunter is not a member of the Spectator
staff, but is simply a student expressingan
opinion.

Way to go
To the Editor

Perhaps if one is severe with criticism
when severe criticism is due, then one
oughtalso be sincere withpraise when sin-

Pundit 'Pinion by Nancy Lewis

And isn t it better thatBoeing give us $ 1millionratherthan spending

it on constructionof more military hardware? Let's not even mention
what Burlington Northern couldhave done with thethousands they donated to our "campaign for excellence."
If theJesuitshave educated you well, you may just believe those pragmatic arguments. But lost somewhere in those arguments is the fairly
respectable theory that it is wrong to consider only one's goal in determining whether an actionis morally right. Those who wish tobehave in
a consistent moral fashionmust also consider theirmethods.
And are we really providing ethical training for future Boeing engineers and Army officers, or are we simply providing these students
with a vocational education? Is pragmatism just another method to
avoid determining whatis morally and ethically right andthen living by
thosedecisions?
A look inside S.U.'s classrooms might give you cause to wonder at
these questions.
Andhow would you answer philosophers such as Robert Taylor, writing in the National Catholic Reporter a few years back, when he demands that "until the Christian university becomes the peace university, totally, without reservations, in all its courses, in its milieu and
atmosphere and guts, it must be stripped ofits Christian affiliation"?
Or Pope John XXIII, who wrote in his encyclical, Pacem in Terris,
"There can be, or at least there should be, no doubt that relations between states, as between individuals, should be regulated not by the
force of arms but by thelight of reason, but the rule, that is, of truth, of
justice andofactive andsincere cooperation"?
As the bishops themselves say, "Higher educationunavoidably influences the thought patterns of those who help shape thesocial order. The
question is how wisely and to what endsthis influence isexerted."

cere praise is earned.The Spectator's evident strivetowardobjectivity and impartialityin reporting on the diversity of views
held on campus concerning the delicate
topic ofhuman abortion (April 10 edition)

is to be commended.
Jeffrey Dennison

We goofed
Last week's letter to the editor from
Jeffrey Dennison contained a misprint.
The last sentence of the second paragraph wasprinted as "Reports vary between 9 and 59 percent that women develop permanent neuroses," when it
shouldinfact have said: "Reports vary,
stating that between 9 and59percent of
women develop permanentneuroses."
The Spectator regrets this error.
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American aid means life for freedom fighters
Once more the U.S. Congress is lurching in fits and starts (an interminable condition Iam told),this time in apeculiarly
schizophrenic altruismover aid to freedom
fighters resisting communist govern-

tended to the brutalized people ofthe land,
ifmercy can be so construed. One tyranny
replaced another, to be sure, but the mass
butchery had ended. Now, Cambodian

ments.

"The Killing Fields," a movie that depicts thecommunist takeoverofCambodia
in 1975 by the Khmer Rouge after U.S.
forces withdrew, has received acclaim
both for its artistic merits and consciousness-raising. It graphically portrays the
bloodthirsty regime under Pol Pot, one
that murdered some two million-plus
Cambodians between 1975 and 1979. The
movie's educational value for those of us
living comfortably in freedom is invaluable.
Extremely few people spoke out against
the butchery at the time. The few who did
— folksinger Joan Baez and a few corres—
pondents on the staffof Reader's Digest
told the fantastic story of this new human
holocaust, finding few believers in a world
of stony silence.
George
Even
former
Senator

McGovern, one of those politicians responsible for voting to cut-off aid to the
(free) South Vietnamese government (thus
sentencing it to death)and whoalso sought
complete withdrawal of American forces
from that country, called for a U.S. invasion of Cambodia to overthrow Pol Pot.
Perhapshe was feelingthe pangs ofa guilty
conscience.
By the time the Vietnamese army invaded Cambodia in 1979, one sensed that
at least some measure of mercy was ex-

Ron McKay
rebelsare attempting to repel the Vietnamese forces in order to establish a democratic form of government. Stephen Solarz, D-NY, recently advocated sending

U.S. aid to back the Cambodian rebels,
proposing somewhere in the neighborhood
of $5 million to be allocated in aid. The
proviso would be that the aid would go
only to those rebel groups not tied to the
former regime of Pol Pot nor the communist Khmer Rouge, who are also fighting
the Vietnamese army.
Particularly poignant about this passion
to nurture and fan the flame of freedom is
now it loses itspathos and flickers once the
subject turns to Nicaragua. Here Solarz
does an about-face and says he will vote
against the $14 millionPresident Reagan
wants for the freedom fighters against the
regime in Managua.

Strangely, aid is just fine for fighters of
freedom many thousands of miles from
American shores but is to be kiboshed ifit
is for those against a regime that threatens
to spread revolution and tyranny up to the
Rio Grande.
Indeed, Reagan was hooted by many in
the press and political circles when he
compared Nicaragua rebel leader Eden
Pastora, a former Sandinista himself, to
the French nobleman-general Lafayette.
Lafayette, you will recall, aided George
Washington during the AmericanRevolution against GreatBritain, bringing French
men and resources to the fray.
Pastora, who helped overthrow Somoza
with the Sandinistas, now is fighting that
government to bring freedom to Nicaragua, a freedom that the current rulers once
pledgedbut have since betrayed.
Critics have insisted that the United
States should not engage in aiding or encouraging rebel fighters of foreign governments, but history abounds with precedences. Jean Lafite was a drug smuggler
and pirate who aided Andrew Jackson in
the Battle of New Orleans, later receiving
a presidential pardon for his notorious
past, a careerhe eventually resumed.
Americans of all backgrounds went to
France as early as 1914 to fight against
Germany, three years before the United
States entered the war. General Claire
Chennaultofthe "FlyingTigers" assisted
the forces of Chiang Kai-Shek in China
years before against the Japanese, years
before PearlHarbor. The point of the mat-

ter is that American money and men have
gone to the fighters of freedom for many
years andis morally justifiable.
Now, if theUnited States hasbeen and is
committed to the spread of freedom in the
world, aid for the Cambodian rebels, the
Afghanistan tribesmen as well as the guerillas fighting the regime in Nicaragua
must follow. Such aid, leaving aside the
question of the potential for success, at
least diverts resources that would otherwise be used to consolidate power, poses
questions concerning the legitimacy of
those regimes, and may actually serve to
moderatethe drift toward totalitarianism.
Power, as the old nostrum goes, hates a
vacuum. But power also tends to assert itself when a countering force is absent.
This is especially true of communist regimes such as Vietnam, Cuba, Libya, and
now Nicaragua. History is littered with
many such examples, exemplified by the
Brezhnevdoctrine whichholds that once a
country goes communist it cannot reverse
itself and turn to alternative forms of government. In other words, once communist, always communist. Now the Reagan
doctrine, with the example ofGrenada underits belt, is challenging this assumption.
By aiding the freedom fighters now,
later and wider conflict can be avoided in
the future. Is the resort to force viable?
Yes, ifit precludes greaterlosses and violence. One can only imagine how many
lives mayhave been savedhad the regimes
of Hitler, Mussolini and Tojo been nipped
in the bud prior to 1939 by aiding and encouragingfreedom fighters.

REPARTEE

Sanctuaries offer hope to refugees who need it
When 1hear the world "alien," 1think of

little green men with three eyes and six
arms and maybe an antenna or two, who
have come to earth in slick flying saucers
withthe intention of subjugating us to their
will.
But latelyI've heard the word used fre-

quently, with the adjective "illegal" in
front of it, to refer to people of Central
America. These aren't visitors from another planet, nor are they out to take us
over. They are human beings fleeing the
devastation in their countries and seeking
refuge in our own. They have come to us
for help.
What becomes of these people who
reach our borders seekingasylum? A great
many are returned to their own countries
and imprisoned or killed. But inmore than
150 religious communities across the
country, including several in the Puget
Sound area, sanctuaries have been established to welcome a greatmany of them.
The world "sanctuary" is rooted in the
Latin word for "sacred," meaning sanctus.
The idea of sanctuary has been around for
thousands of years.Originally, sanctuaries
were places people could go to be free
from persecution and prosecution.
Cindy Wooden, writing in the January
31, 1985, issue of "The Catholic Northwest Progress," quoted Rev. Donovan
Cook of the University Baptist Church as
saying that sanctuary, according to JudeoChristian tradition, "literally means that
place of shalom, that place where peace
and oneness with God's everlasting love
and mercy is manifested, realized."
The question has been raised: Should
parish churches in this country provide
sanctuary for Central Americanrefugees?
My answer is yes. But before Iexplain

why, Iwould like to examine some of the
arguments people give for why parishes

should notprovide sanctuary.
The first is based on the fact that the
United States offers asylum to "political"
refugees, but not to "economic" refugees

puts one's neighbor's needs before one's
own. Who are we to decide ifa refugee is

"political" or "economic?" These are
people, not "aliens," whohavecome seeking our help and we have an obligation as
brothers and sisters to aid them in their
hour ofneed.

Gregg Cunningham
(i.e. those fleeing from persecution as opposed to migrant workers).The court systemofour country has trouble distinguishing between cases involving "political"
refugees and those involving "economic"
refugees. If thisis so,how will parishes offering sanctuary be able to tell the difference?
Another argument has to do with the
burden put upon social services in this
country as a result of the influx of refugees. Finally, there are those who argue
that, instead of taking the law into their
own hands by harboring refugees illegally,
citizens should petition to Congress to
change immigration laws, which is the le-

galthing to do.

Fair enough.Theseare allgood, solid, if
somewhat unenlightened, arguments.
What is the alternative? An attitude that

The country of Sudan is a nation which
bordersEthiopia andis suffering from the
same drought as its better-known neighbor. Ethiopians, because of the political
turmoil in their country,are not receiving
nearly enoughof the aid they need to survive. Sudan, also receiving aid, is welcoming all refugees from Ethiopia who
cross itsborders looking for food.
Surely the United States, the mightiest
nation on earth,is capable ofasimilar gesture toward CentralAmerican refugees.To
consider the argument that refugees will be
a burden on social services, one must remember that refugees are in this country illegally and therefore are not eligible for
government benefits anyway.
The material support that the refugees
receive comes mostly from the parishes in
which they are sheltered. It is true that it
would be discriminatory if the U.S. government allowed refugees from Central
America into this country and not those of
other troubledlands. One must remember,
though, that theU.S. government is not allowing any specific group of refugees into
the country, not even those from Central
America.

Finally, Iagree with the argument which
states that petitioning Congress is a way to
bring change to immigration laws. However, that sort of thing takes time and time

is one of the many things that refugees do

.

not have

My reasons for supporting the sanctuary

movementare simple, perhaps slightly absurd, in the context ofmoderncivilization.

Basically though, they are based on my
perception that the sanctuarymovement is

a call to live and be a witness to the Gospel
message in a concrete way. If the Good
News of Christ is to be legitimate at all, it

leave the pulpit and venture out into
world
in the hearts and minds of men
the
and women everywhere. Sanctuary workers live their faith.
Former S.U. professor Don Foran,also
writir|&_jn "The Progress," states that
sanctuary is a call to "feed the hungry,
clothe the naked, shelter the homeless. It
raises the questions: Who is our communionand whatis the scope of our love?"
Two thousand years ago, aman walked
this earth wholived in solidarity with the
oppressed. He hung out with cripples and
beggars, taxcollectors andprostitutes. But
his ways were too threatening to the established order of authority, so he was executed for his crimes.
Those who offer sanctuary to Central
American refugees are imitating the life of
this man, Jesus. They are also accepting
his criminal status, for to welcome the refugee is an actofcivildisobedience and can
bring withit great suffering at thehands of
the authorities. But the sanctuary workers
accept this suffering, for in suffering there
is solidarity, solidarity with others involved in sanctuary, solidarity with those
they seek to help,and solidarity in Christ.
"Blessed are the meek," says Jesus in
the Gospel of Matthew. Sanctuary offers
hope to the meek, the oppressed. In a society which values power and personal success, sanctuaryholds out to the meek and
oppressed and gives them a chance to regainsome semblance ofhuman dignity.
must
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Madonna's '85 'Virgin Tour' consummated in Seattle
by Jodi Anable
After months
— of media hype and sensationalism during whichher picture was
plastered across virtually every tabloid in
the nation, her videos predominated on
MTV and her latest album, "Like a Virgin" sold 3.5 million copies Madonna
kicked off her "Virgin Tour" last Wednesday in Seattle's ParamountTheater.
with press passes and costumed
Armed
"
in Madonna- wanna-be" regalia (whenin
Rome . )Ientered the theater the night
of the first show alittle skeptically.
The most Iwas hoping for was that the
show would be at least as fun as dressing
up hadbeen. Ihad begun todoubt strongly
that any one flesh-and-blood individual
could live up to the Madonnaimage.

—

..

K/as

Iever wrong!

appeared
strutting slowly down a long
white staircase and clad in a vivid print
jacket, purple lace tights and a turquoise
she had the frenzied Paramini-skirt
mount audience eating out of the palm of
hergloved hand and begging for more.
Rom the moment Madonna

tage

—

—

Opening with "Dress You Up" fromher
first album, Madonna teased her way
through a couple of songs and then coyly
asked the crowd, "How ya doin', Seattle?
Ya wanna rock with me?" The audience
roared its enthusiastic approval, at which
said, "I'm not
point Madonna charmingly
"
nervous anymore!
Backed by two keyboardists, two guitarists, a base player and a drummer, and accompanied by two impressive male
dancers (Michel Perea and Lyndon Johnson,) to grind through her numbers with,
Madonna's presence nevertheless dominatedthe stage even whensheleft it momentarily during her several costume

—

changes.
—
Expertly movingthrough hit after hit
including "Borderline", "Lucky Star",
and a steamy balletic rendition of "Burn-

Tandy Beal & Company

ing Up", Madonna erased all traces of
skepticism regarding her performance
abilities from my journalistic soul.
Each song in the tightly orchestrated
show was delivered as though it were the
final take on a new hit video. It was appar—
ent that every elementof the concert the
costumes, the lights,the
choreography,
— the
stageeffects
waspainstakingly planned
and thoughtfully carried out.
Madonna had, in fact, spent the six
weeks prior to the concert rehearsing in
L.A. and arrived inSeattle in time to have
twonights to practice at theParamountbefore her debut.
The Paramount, incidentally, was the
— plush,
perfect setting for— the concert
cozy and intimate and was also, as Madonna's personal manager Freddy DeMann had promised, small enough so that
Idefinitely could "see Madonna sweat".
(The fact that Iwas in the third row may
havehelped.)
— a mixed
And what did the audience
"Madonna-wanna-be's,"
bunch of
— prep-

pies,punks, rockers and suits think of
the show?Most spent the entire 75minutes
dancing in the aisles, screaming with delight and playfully batting at the mass of
white balloons that floated down onto the
crowd, imprinted withthe words,"dreams
come true".
Said the mansitting next tome, about his
first real-life glimpse of Madonna: "All of
asudden, there she is,and youforget about
everything you've heard, all the media
stuff, and you'rejustone onone."
Which succinctly sums up Madonna's
relationship with her audience. Madonna's performance was an intensely exciting
and personal affair. And for Madonna
Louise Ciccone,it was definitelya "dream
come true".
The concert was opened by "Beasty
Boys",a New York rapgroup which failed
to win over the Madonna-crazed crowd,
despite their energetic attempts.
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Notickets left! Someunfortunate Madonna fans can'tseem to break away from
the Paramount.

in town

Theatrical dance plays with ingenious props
by TrishMcDaid
Over the last several months, Meany
Hall on the University of Washington's
campus presented its Dance at Meany series which has featured many nationally
and internationally renowned dance com-

panies.

claimed for her ingenious use of theatrical
props.As a past studentofAlwin Nikolais,

it is expected that she be theatrically
strong. But unlike Nikolais,she staysaway
from tricky specialeffects and adds a more
humane artistictouch to her work.

The final event of this 1984-85 series
will feature the Santa Cruz-based Tandy
Beal & Company. This modern dance
troupe will perform at Meany Hall on
April 18, 19 and 20 at 8 p.m. A 50 percent
discount for all full-time university students is being offered openingnight of the
performance.
Describedin terms of its originally creative style of dance, the company delivers
an experience of modern theatrical dance
that explores the bizarre, lyrical, funny,
poetic, and mysterious modes.

After touring internationally with the
Nikolais Dance Theatre, Tandy Beal
formed her own company in 1974. With
the assistance of the California Arts Council, Tandy Beal& Company has become an
international touring company receiving
critical acclaim from Honolulu to Zurich.
Having created over60 dance and theincluding her popular zany
Nutcracker, this prolific
the
of
version

ater works,

choreographer has been critically ac-

In 1983, Beal was chosen by the American Council on Arts as "the emerging
dance artist of the year." As a mark of her
talented skill as a choreographer, she has
been commissioned by the Baltimore opera; the Berkeley Symphony with Frank

Zappa; Rire-Woodbury; and the Hovik
Ballet of Oslo, Norway.
The company consists of four to eight
dancers and actors, a lighting designer,
and a musician/composer.Co-artist director/composer for Tandy Beal's work is
long timecollaborator Jon Scoville.
The Company's program for the Dance
at Meany series will be chosen from the
following works choreographed by Beal:
"Forest Dreams" (1975); "Heisenberg's
Principle" (1979); "Mysterious Barricades, or the Plot Without Thickener"
(1982); "Crazy Jane" (1972); "Fontanelle" (1982); "Silhouette" (1976);
"ThreeMotion Pictures";and a yet-to-betitled world premiere.
"Crazy Jane" and "Mysterious Barricades, or the Plot Without Thickener" are
two works performed solo by Tandy Beal.
Her most haunting portrait is in "Crazy
Jane" which begins comically, but becomes an upsetting look at woman on the
edge ofmadness.
In "Mysterious Barricades, or the Plot
Without Thickener," she delivers a wonderfullyexpressive look at a woman waiting for a date.The clock-watching,primping, and nervous eating convey all the
elements of anticipationmost of us are familiar withinourselves.

"Forest Dreams" performed by tour
dancers is afast-paced flowing piece set to
Art Lande'scooland appealingjazz score.

Using complex patterns, the material appears to symbolize planting, growing and
nurturing.
Beal and company work in unison in
"LittleKings." This piece is a story about
childish and immature games. In a more
serious mood than most of her other
works, this piece is deftly dramatic and
noted by critics as beingextraordinary.
"Fontanelle" is one of Beal's more the-

atrical works, and requires definite cooperation by the entire company with its use
of a parachute and stepladder. Beal's remarkable ability to communicate is evident in this work as candles throw the
dancers' shadows on the backdrop. As the
dancers change in size, they appear to
whisper toeach other.
Ron Taylor, Beal's frequent dance partner, delivers an unique solo performance
in "Heisenberg'sPrinciple." Noted for his
emotionallymoving facialexpressions and
attention to detail, Taylor is particularily
fascinating to watch. His solois a whimsical encounter with a huge white balloon,
which seems to stay high in the air with
each nod from Taylor.
As an artist in every sense of the word,
Tandy Beal finds satisfaction indelivering
many brilliant pieces with the help of her
skillfully talented company. Because she
finds such pleasure inher work, thisbrilliance is transmitted to her audience.
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JOHN FOGERTY
CENTERFIELD
!
Fogerty's release tops recommended records list
by Stinson Mars
Perhaps you too havebeen faced with a
difficult decision these past few weeks:
Which of these new albumsam Igoing to
buy, and which albums will 1 coerce my
friends into so that Imay tape to my hearts
content? Itjustso happens that almost everyday Ifind myself with $7.43 in my
pocket and no particular place to go, ex-

cept the nearest record store. While browsing through every aisleand pursuing each
bin, Ioften think of you,dear reader, and
wonderwhichalbums I'dlike to hear.
This week, I've lined up three albums
that critics pile superlative upon superlative on, and being no slouch, Idutifully
grab my shovel to heap praise on what's
good anddirt on what's not.
The first album for inspection is the latest by New York's rappers supreme, RunD.M.C. Entitled "King of Rock," this album picks up where the songs "It's Like
That" and "30 Days" led:down a soulful
roadof thought-provoking lyrics, originality and creativity with numbers like "You
Talk Too Much" and "Daryll and Joe
(Krush Groove 3)."
I'veplayed the albums nine or ten times
and, contrary to what most people have
said, Ifind it increasingly boring on certain songs like "You're Blind" or the album's opener, "Rock The House." The
minimalism of two rappers, a few drums
and cowbells appeals to me, but Iabsolutely cannot stand the heavy metal overtones (or are they undertones?) of the album's bigsingle, "King of Rock" and the
AC/DC guitar riffs that run throughout the
album.
One song sounds like an interestingidea
on paper but failed to flesh out something
interesting in the studio. Imean, Idig the
Jamaican rapper/toaster/poet supreme
Yellowman, but he obviously gave up the
ghost in "Roots, Rap, Reggae" along with
Run and D.M.C., the musicians and the
engineers; definitely the song that should
have beenomitted from thealbum.
In fact, the more Ithink, it is a wiser
move to hear the first album. Yes, buy Run
andD.M.C. andmake your most gulli-

—

—

ble friend purchase "King of Rock." Not
that the latter is areal stinker, butthere
— are
try
better albums that can be bought

something by Whiz Kid, Grandmaster
Flash and the Furious Five, the Fearless 4,
or the Treacherous 3 (all good funky raps
with messages varying from social consciousness to "partay over heah" fun:
great band names, too).
Do you remember when Wham! had the~
number one single in the country and ;!
number one album as well (Wake Me Up

before YouGo-Go"and "MakeItBig," re^
spectively) a few weeks ago? Perhapsyou
wondered who knocked them from ihe album chart's coveted top position. Do you
remember John Fogerty? That guy who
like disappeared in1975. A guy who said,
"the hell with this power pop crud. I'm
gonna take abreak now, but I'H_be back."
Thank heavens he's back, for many had
given up hope that the charts would be
dominated by the Wham/Spandau/Duran
machine which spews vinyl onto the market in epic proportions. Fogerty tossed a
wrench in this odious machine with the
killer single, "The Old Man Down The
Road," andhis album, "Centerfield," lays
testament to the long forgotten truth that,
sometimes, people do enjoy intelligent
_
Rock andRoll.
The riffs on "The Old Man Down The
Road" stay withyou after the first playing.
You can see Fogerty's wide grin as he
sweetly sings about the "place which is
sweet as you will ever know" on the next
song "Rock and Roll Girls." "Big Train
(From Memphis)" is a nice tune to hear
downthe road withyourbest
while driving
—
guy
Ifind the song to be more ingal or
tense when its played with the DB's "Rendezvous" andBruce Springsteen's "Working on the Highway," other great
toe-tapping, driving songs.
The best song, ifindeed one everhas to
choose, is "Searchlight," the opening
track on the album's second side.A bluesy
aura surrounds the song, and the soft
rhythms and soulful horns punctuate the
lyrics of thmong these praises in that Fogerty possesses an insight of what goes on

in the hearts and minds of each one of us.
He's introspective without being corny or
phony.
Idare anyone to not be moved by the
power of the chorus, "Oh the darkness
slippin' through my fingers/The face that
smiles back is me." This man knows the
fundamental darkness in each one of us,
and he can tell us about it without embellishing it, lamenting it (Morissey of the,
Smiths, for example) or leaving it at our
feet stark naked in front of us without a
possibility ofcover (check out the brilliant
butsobersoloalbum by Springsteen, "Nebraska," and pay particular attention to the
songs "State Trooper" and "Highway Patrolman"). I
also liked the songs "Centerfield" and "ISaw It On T.V." But before I
strongly advocate the acquiring of this vinyl disk through honest or sneaky means,
I've gotta tell you that the synthesizers and

diuiu amenities slightly mar the—second
side and sound stupid on the other overkill of fakey sounding drums and guitar
wasintentional on the \attersong which Vs

an esoteric number about the label Credence ClearwaterRevival signed to (don't
tell me that you didn't know Fogerty was
the headhoncho of this legendary American band?), and how the management of
the label ripedFogerty off of his full song
royalties. Fogerty took the label. Fantasy
Records, to court and made his day to the
tune of 7.5 million smackaroos.
Ifonly I
couldbe so lucky.
you
There
have it.Two goodalbumsthat
you should at least sit down and have a
goodlisten to. But if push comes to shove,
it's better to own Fogerty's "Centerfield,"
for notonly is it 10 years overdue,it is decades ahead of the crud dominating the airwaves in the flimsy guise of rock. Let me
hear you say "Motley Crue."

China Express cuisine, price
fit for a hungry student budget
by LanceR. Tormey
It was late Sunday night, and Iwas sufstudyfering from that feeling yougetafter
— hunger
ing five hours of philosophy
pains.

Of course, thishunger alwayscomes ata
time when the Tabard Inn is closed and
your wallet is almost empty.
But broke students no longer need despair. Now there is an answer to those late
night hunger pains. For under $5 you can
enjoy modest but filling Chinese cuisine in
your own neighborhood. It's at the China
Express, located at 219 East Broadway in
the Alley building (about five minutes
fromS.U.).

The menu features everything from
chicken andbeef to seafood and vegetarian
dinners. The prices are most affordable,
ranging from $2.95 for sweet and sour
chicken served with rice to $3.45 for a

complete dinner combination including
eggroll, fried wontonand hot tea.
Numerous side dishes are available,but
some are not as good as others. Thebarbecued pork isunlike any other Chinese pork
Ihave tried. Itis somewhat likebeef jerky,
tough and not too pleasing to the taste
buds.
The surroundings are slightly generic
withmirrors on each side of the eating areas. Seating is limited yet comfortable.
familyThe service is like any small
— quick
and
owned Chinese restaurant
without flaw. The restaurant's hours— 11
a.m. to 10 p.m., seven days a week are
ideal for hard-working students.
So, if you find that Chinese food is on
your mind,but you don't think it's in your
budget, try the China Express —you'll be
pleasantlysurprised.

—

Pornography forum seen as
opportunity to educate public
by Audre Blank
Comparing cigarette smoking and cancer to "pornography as a carcinogen for
rape," Linda Jordan represented the National Organization of Women (NOW)
Task Force on Violence Against Women at
a public forum sponsored by The North
West Passagenewspaper last Saturday.
Together with Chris Gaston-Oswell, she
showed slides of adult material that was of
a violent nature during the forum. The
slides taken from illustrations from magazines, showed womenbeing sexually violatedby force and enjoying it.
Eight speakers representedboth sides of
the issue: "porn busters" and anti-censorshipgroups.
"Tonight (there) is an opportunity for
education." said Jennifer Hall, of The
North West Passage and chief organizer of
the event. "Let's take advantageofthat opportunity. Reallylisten toeach speakerand
decide what yourposition is on thisissue."
Gil Levy, a Seattle attorney and member
of the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU), was the first guest speaker. According to the forum's flyer. Levy hasbeen
defending many of downtown Seattle's
adult arcade owners for the last five years.
He discussed censorship and the first
amendment.
"Restrictions usually take the form of
criminally censoring somebody," he said,
explaining the government's method of
censoring through prosecution.
"The problem with the concept of obscenity is it's vague," Levy said. "The
most recent example Ican give, is the Robert Forbes case. Six of the films shown in
Renton were obscene and four films were
not obscene. Oneof the things that can be
seen is that Robert's films are all the
I same." Levy also discussed the "chilling
effect" of censorship on society. "Who's
going to make the decision is another serious problem in censorship," he stated.
"How much of your individual freedom of
choice are you willing to give up because
of the causal connection between the two
(pornography and violence against women
and children)?" Rae Larson, co-founder

oftheSeattleInstitute for Sex Therapy, Education and Research (SISTER), dis-

cussed sexeducation as anantidote against
violence. She did not endorse censorship.
"What you reach out to," she added, "is
definitions that would leave the rest of us
with no reading material. Censorship is
unwarranted and not effective. Isupport
boycotts and pickets when they are truly
educational and not abusive."
According to Rick Martinez, focal deputy in King County's Prosecutor's office,
"Washington State now has one of the
toughest laws in child exploitation in the
country," he said at the forum. "I am talking about child sexual exploitation, with
other children or adults. Child abuse is a
different thing than what Iam talking
about."
Martinez said that there are few women
in this multi-million dollar business.
"Most (child pornographers) are not in it
for the money but for the photographs,"
Martinez explained, calling such people
'pedophiles' or lovers ofchildren.
"Most children will be molested by
someone they know, someone whohas access to them," Martinez told
— the audience.
"It is a seduction process takes a long
time. Sometimes it takes years.Not all are
child molesters; they may want to be but
don't. Aphotograph is the next best thing."
Martinez described a typical 'pedophile'
as "white, with above-average intelligence, middle aged, and employed near
children" or having a hobby that "places
themnear children."
Hecommentedthat parents shouldmake
children aware thatadults can hurtthem by
asking them to so something wrong.
Two representatives of The Amusement
Center, a First Avenue adult entertainment
establishment, were presentto speak to the
forum audience. June Cade, manager, and
Surage, a dancer,explained how the adult
entertainment business can empower a
woman.

Cade said, "It is real scary sitting here
listening to womentalk about the industry
I'min as harmful to women.Idon't agree
with them, but it is still really scary. Iam
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women workingin the adult enSaturday
to
discuss
their perspectives as to
industry
gathered
tertainment
women,
and society in general
particular,
harmful
to
in
pornography
is
whether
Anti-porn demonstrators,religious groups and

awed by the courage of the women who
work in the adult entertainment industry."
Discussing her job, Cade said, "I want
todo so well thatother people inthe industry take a look at me," (and emulate her
style).
Surage said, "Iamhere to representmyself." She went on to explain, "There are a
lotof people inour industry who are there
because we want to be there. We are there
because itis fun for a lotof us, and a lot of
reasons that are not what you might think.
Your views are veryoppressive about me,"
she said.

"1 am real concerned about censorship," Surage added. Iam real concerned
about you, whether you are a Christian
fundamentalist or a radical woman. Ihave
an opportunity to work with some of the

most supporting and creative women. I
want you to check out what your values

are. Don't pity me or make assumptions
about what my values or goals are."
Surage advised the audience to "re-create a loving society" as a solution.
The North West Passage, founded 16
yearsago and the West Coast's oldest alternative newspaper, sponsored the forum.

Central Americans critical of U.S.policy,influence
(continued from p;i»o 3
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in the form of jailing and murder ot dis-

"willonlymeanmoreblood,pain and sor-

senters.

row."
Walter Garcia of Guatemala also spoke
of foreign domination but did not limit his
criticisms to theUnited States. Guatemala,
he said, has recently been given an order
by the International Monetary Fund to increase taxesin the country,and he warned
of a backlash among his people.
"Incoming weeks,popular movements,
including the extreme right, will protest
this order," said Garcia, and he said that
suchactions couldlead closer to war inhis

themselves about Central America andthe
He talked of such a low standardof livrole of the U.S. government." She cauing among Hondurans that 60 percent
reveal
should
tioned that such an action
struggled to attain sufficient food. He
past American injustices and that these
blamed
this on the U.S.-backed governmust be "opposed with apassion." It is our
ment
ofHonduras.
said,
support
"to
the
responsibility, she
"Our government," said Zungia, "does
right of people to make their ownchoices."
whatit
doesforits owngain and against the
After these opening statements, the five
interests
ofthe people." As evidence, Zundelegatesgave statementsof their own conto great increases in defense
gia
pointed
cerning conditions in their home counat
spending
expenseof social program.
the
tries. Their statements were translated siturned into the "hub
country
His
hadbeen
multaneously by Fernando Perez.
America, he
of
in
intervention"
Central
The first delegate was Dionisia Cossio
said, with the support of the Reagan adof El Salvador. She said that Panama was
ministration. He warned that war inthe restill perceived by the world as "almost a
gion was verypossible.
colony of the United States." She said that
Yolanda Lagos of Nicaragua was even
her countrymen were treated as secondmore
critical of U.S. policy and its influclass citizens in the Canal Zone and
the region. She claimedthat the
ence
on
throughout the country, with wages much
Reagan
administration
wasresponsible for
lower than those paid to Americans and
a recent denial of development funds to
foreigners.
other
She called the United
Nicaragua by the International DevelopStates the "power to the north" and acsaid this was only the latcused the commissionin charge of the Ca- ment Bank. Shehistory
est
incident
in
a
ofintervention that
acting
nal Zone of
like a branch of the
beganin the 1800s.
Reaganadministration.
She quoted high rates of illiteracy and
She denied that her country isan agitator
unemployment in Panama, and asserted in Central America, saying, "Nicaragua
that the benefits and profits received from has givenproof of being in favor of peace
the canalhad gone to foreigners,not Pana- on many occasions." Instead, she blamed
manians. "Each generation," she said, American intervention as the primary
"struggles to maintain what is its own."
source of political and military unrest in
a
Zungia
Carlos
of Honduras described
the area.
similar situation in his own country.
She claimed that American support for
"There is a domination contrary to the the Contra rebels had accounted for the
wishes of the people," hesaid. The domi- death of 8,000 Nicaraguans since 1981.
nationismaintained bypoliticalrepression Continued aid to the Contras, she said,

country.

Carlos Escobar, a Salvadoran teacher
currently in exile in Mexico, presented a
very grim picture of the conditions in El
Salvador. Open civil war has been waged
there since 1981.
Escobar said that as many as 50,000
people had been assassinated there since
the beginning of the war. Teachers, he
said, were among the most vulnerable to
assassination. "More than 330 teachers
havebeen assassinated, many before their
students in their classrooms, and children
themselves havebeen injured inthe rain of
bullets."
Escobar said that such problems have
been worsened by interpretations linking
them to East/West relations.Thereal case,
he suggested, waspast injustice.
He also said that Duarte's regime was
unable to improve the situation. "Duarte is
not the owner of power in El Salvador.
Power from colonial timeshas belonged to
a few powerful families." These families,

he said, derive their power from international companies and the United States.
Perhaps the most relevant of the five
workshops presented at the teach-in dealt
with the presenceof Americaninterests in
the area. It featured Yolanda Lagos, and
focused upon American economic activity
in Nicaragua.
Lagos began by stating that American
companies had historically exploited the
labor and resources in Central America,
and warned, "The people are becoming
weary,becoming tired of this situation."
As an example, she described a gold
mining town in Nicaragua, controlled by
an American and Canadian company. Because of povertyand working conditions in
the mines, the workers often developedtuberculosis. When this occured, they were
fired.

Lagos said that such exploitation was
common and that, "Nicaragua logically
responded. They didn't want any moreexploitation, any more tuberculosis."

"ii

She predicted that other countries win
follow and demand their rights as Nicaragua has. She predicted that the United

States will try to prevent this, but cautioned, "If Reagan does not avail himself
of just a littlebit of reason,an outright war
could result."

Such a war, said Lagos, would create a
"Central American graveyard," and that
the casualties wouldbe many forbothCentral America andthe United States.
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Trade blocks discriminate
against foreign products
by Eric Gould

Economic interdependence in the foreseeable future will not enjoy economic
growth if current trends continue in world
trade, according to one speaker at the Albers Sixth Annual Business Forum last
Friday afternoon at Pigott Auditorium.
Speakingbefore nearly 200 people, Ray
Waldmann, chairman of Transnational Investments Inc., Washington, D.C., said
the world trade system "does not fit traditional categories; you can't call it 'free
trade' because it does not rely on market
forces, and you can't call it 'protectionist.'" Waldmann described the shape of the
world trade system as a "managed trade"
Managed trade systems involve direct
governmental intervention in the economy
to improve existing trade investments, he
said. Such systems are not a new phenom"Kings and barons controlled trade in
their lands. Free trade was freedom from
(this control)," Waldmann said. Nationstates tiedtrade to their national economic
destinies, and 19th century Britain "imposed its free tradeon the world",he said.
He added, "Pre-Soviet Russia and Japan
saw trade as a way to motivate economies
fortheir nations."
Waldmann described the current move
toward managed trade systems as a result
of existing trends. First, there is a universal spread of manufacturing technologies.
Second,every country seeks to industrialize as rapidly as possible;they aremoving
into producing goods that command
higher prices. Such nations feel free to
choose their economic destinies.
"These trends will lead governments to
intervene in international trade. If these
trends continue, political expediency and
economic efficiency will rule the day,"
Waldmann said. Further, the standard of
living willdeclineand tariffs will goup,he

Hesaid quotasand hightariffs havebeen
and still are commonplace, however,
countries may employ less obviousmeans
for regulation. For instance, Japanhas prevented aluminum American baseball bats
from entering their market,he explained.
The Tokyo Round in 1979-80 included
codes to regulate monetarytrade balances,
Waldmann said. "These codes have only
recently taken effect; the impact may be
limited," henoted.
Further, a lateral agreement may be established by governments to control trade.
Waldmann said a lateral agreement is
when "twocountries impose voluntaryrestrictions on trade. In 1981, Japan agreed
to voluntarily control automobile exports
to the United States."
Governments also control trade through
market stabilization, for instance, by establishing cartels. Forinstance, Waldmann
said OPEC's "control on oil has declined
inrecent years with the discovery ofNorth
Sea oil (inthe Atlantic)and the production
of oilby non-OPEC nations."
Trade blocks also "threaten" world
trade patterns, Waldmann said. Trade or
regional blocks "openlarger markets, operate on scale economies, and are 'discriminatory' by shutting out other nations'
products," he said.East Europe, under the
lead of the Soviet Union, is "completely
isolated from the world market. Trade is
subject to rigid five-year plans," Waldmann said.
"We need to adopt new strategies," he
explained, "The United States will continue to be the largest market and the largest trade nationin the world. And governare
increasingly injecting
ments
themselves into international trade."
Waldmann outlined some strategies to
support the "principle of free trade." First,
there must be equality of opportunity to
trade and GATT (General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade) reciprocity; but this

does not meet real world results. Second,
changes are needed in trade laws. Third,
GATT needs to change procedures and
current standards in services trade, high
technology, andother areas.
Fourth, North American nations should
form a common market so free trade could
occur freely. Existing interdependencebetween nations already serves as a foundation for a common market. The simplest
case would be a common market between
the United States and Canada; such ties
withMexicoand Central America areless
likely because of their sensitivity to the
U.S.
Donald McLaren, Vice President for International Affairs of the Boeing Co., has
observed other trends in the global economy. The U.S. and Pacific Rim nations
have "moved the world out of (aglobal) recession, followed by Britain and other
West Europeannations.
In the aerospace industry, McLaren explained Boeingis "facing tough competition." McDonnell-Douglas serves as a
"realbasis for domestic competition" with
Boeing,but foreigncompetition is present.
"Foreigncompetition is a recent phenomenon,"McLaren said, "Boeing'scompetitioncomes from Europe.This differs from
other businesses that compete with Far
East countries."
McLaren said, "Twenty-five percent of
the world's air traffic is in Europe. "As
such, Europe has a domestic commercial
aviation industry. "The airplanes theyproduce are adequate for the market," he said.
For instance, Airbus Industrie was not
funded solelyby private investors; Airbus
Industrie needed some "help" from government funding, McLaren said. Airbus
Industrie "has not penetrated our market
yet, and it is not profitable yet," he added.
McLaren continued, "Our competitiveness has been exacerbated by the strong
dollar in foreign markets, and not solely
Airbus; thismakes foreign sales difficult."
Japan has been interested in the aerospace industry and technology, but Japan
does not have an aerospace industry to
compete on the world market, McLaren
explained.
Japanese air traffic is only 5 percent of
the world's air traffic, he said. The Japanese do not "have a large enough home
market (for an aerospace industry) like
they do for TVsandautomobiles. It is too
costly, too risky," he added, "Boeing and
Airbus havehad too muchof a headstart."
Since Japan is not a competitor, they are
a major customer in the aerospace industry, McLaren said. "They have 50 747s
and have ordered nearly 183 Boeing
planes. They are the second largest country customer (ofBoeing aircraft),"he said.
Boeing is currently involved on a defense project for Saudi Arabia.It is a "$1
billion dollar investmentfor apeace shield
project in Saudi Arabia," McLaren said,
"This project will help Saudi Arabia serve
the Middle East, and to help Saudi Arabia
become an advanced industrialnation."
In the future, "foreign aviationcompanies can form partnerships," he said. Iain
Moffat, president of the World Trade Club
and director of the World Affairs Council,
said the United States has "created" Western Europe after World War II, "to acertain extent," through the Marshall Plan,
and it has "created" Japan. "We have also
created Taiwan and South Korea; they
would notexist without (U.S.) military intervention,"he said.

These nations, including Thailand, Indonesia, Brunei, Singapore, and Malaysia, are increasingly becoming economically successful, Moffat said. They are
sometimesreferred toas thenew "Japans."
"They are pro-Western, and they are trying to industrialize. Theylook to the U.S.,
politically and economically, as a leader,"
Moffat explained.
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Reclining in a soft chair can help to relieve anxiety
by John Teehan
"Anxiety is an alarm system that tells,

you to turn down the volume," said S.U.
counselor, Susan Burke.
Speaking on "Stress Management" to a
group of student nurses last Thursday in
the Gene E.LynnNursingbuilding. Burke
offered a way to deal withanxiety. Reclining in a soft chair or couch and letting the
imagination provide a few moments of
tranquility is one wayofescaping society's
fast pace, said Burke.
Another response to anxiety or stress is

to tormuiate some type ot stretcmng routine, preferably at the end ofeach day, said

Burke. "Stretching is important because
the body carries so much tension," she
said.
But one student who saidher timeislimited wanted to know when the exercises
could be done. Burke suggesteddropping
an activity, like housework or making the
bed, in favor of 20 minutes of stretching.
Many students would readily agree with
that concept.
But in channeling anxiety to assertion.

the problem remains: dealing withit.
As an example, one area in which students are afraid to assert themselves in the
instructor/student relationship is the challenging of grades, Burke said. But, she
said this should not be aproblem because,
"They (instructors)can be talked to onan
equal basis," even if the student does not
agree with them.
Before talking with an instructor, a student should have a clear understanding of
their position. To be assertive, she says,
"means that vthi know what is allripht for

you" to do.
Assertive behaviorcan be useful inmost
situations, not just the instructor/student
relationship, saidBurke.
Burke offered other helpful hints for assertivebehavior,including non-verbal gestures to bolster the verbal message and
brevity instead of long, elaborate explanations.
The thirdand finallecture of the "Stress
Management" series will be held at noon
tomorrow in the Nursingbuilding.

Schools try to copy S.U.s landscape theme
(continued from pant- one)

plant. A good example wouldbe the landscape around the bookstore.
"Ilike the little landscape to the right of

the entrance to the bookstore," Morris
said. "Rocks are associated with plants in
amore subtle way here." Some may recall
that a fence that used to surround this area
has recently been replaced with a stone
bench for people to sit on and enjoy the
pleasant atmosphere that Morris himself
created.
"Another of my favorites," says Morris,
"is the Japanese rock garden at Campion.
If you go therein the early spring, a lot of
the time— you'll see rare birds coming
through they'rereallybeautiful. There's
a variegated (multi-colored) Japanese
Dogwood there and rare Pines and
flowers. Ifindthe rock garden to be a very
soothing and beautiful place," he reflected. He added that Fujitaro considered
the rock garden his greatest work.
Morris \s proud of S.U.s , attractive
landscape and was quick to addthatother

BROADWAY ARCADE

\

schools try tocopy its theme. "Seattle Pacific University, for instance, is basically
copying our flowering on campus even
our potting methods. Almost all Northwest horticultural schools come here to
learn what the plants are and how to arrange them, too," he said proudly.

—

Visitors are not confined to students
from the Northwest, however. Recently,
"a group of landscape architects from Israel came to our school to visit the landscape," Morris said, adding with a smile
that the architects visited only 20 schools
in the country.
"I think our campusis unique. To some,
this campus is considered the best in the
Northwest. Our interwoven theme is not
common toother universities' campuses. I
want to inform as many people as Ican
about it," he concluded.
In addition, Morris wants to make sure
this campus maintains its attractive landscape. That's why his "good" insect pro—
gram is being introduced to stop any
threat to the landscape before it occurs.
And students, faculty and staff can most

will never darken our campus landscape
because, like the landscape itself,Morris'
dedication is probably unmatched anywherein the Northwest.
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U.S. policy with dictatorships should be consistent
by Frank Byrt
U.S. Rep. John Miller archly suggested
last week that the city of Seattle should
"come up with a consistent policy when

dealing with totalitarian regimes." One
week it welcomes the Mayor of Managua,
Nicaragua, he said, and the next week it
takes steps toclose downthe South African

consulate.
Miller, a Republican, said that ifSeattle
can't come up with a uniform international
policy, then how can it take Congress to
task for its shortcomings? But, he added,
it's imperative the United States develop a
consistent policy of dealing with Central
Americabased on a perspective of "where
we've beenand where we're going."
"Here itis 1985. We're very uncomfortable deciding between isolationist or internationalist policy. There's no consensus
about whether Cuba matters. If you can't
agree on issues like that, how can you

reach a consensus on Central America?"

asked Miller at the Seattle Central America Policy Conference last Friday.
The World Without War Council
brought together disparate groups to facilitate discussion andconsider policy options
on this acute problem. Nearly 100 concerned citizens, businessmen, andeducators attended.
Those question pretty much encapsulated the disparate views offered by the
panelists at the fourhour conference.
Experts on economics, politics, and social issues presented their arguments for a
solution (or reasons not to expect one), in
Central America.
We have 23 organizations on Central
America in Greater Seattle, said a panelist, and "I don't think one has had a balanced debate on the issues. We don'tknow
much about the situation (in Central
America)," he added.

Classifieds
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April 11. Call Dee, 1 800-4-CANCER or
467-4675.
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p.m. daily. Possible full time summer job.
1721 15th Aye. 324-4788.
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from 4-7
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Startyour career nowEarn money and
work on Fortune 500 Companies marketing programs on campus. Part-time
(flex.ble) hours each week. We give reterences. Call 1-800-243-6679

Those sentiments succinctly summarized the goals of the conference.
And what did everyone learn? They
learned: "We need to learn more (from
Emmett Murray,an acknowledgedCentral
America expert)." And, "sessionslike this
certainly help," from Congressman
Miller. (Though no consensus was
reached.)

Abraham Lowenthal, professor of international relations at the University of
Southern California, stressed slightly different aspects of relations with Central
America. He said, "We should focus on
debt, tradeand migration rather than war."
But Lowenthal agreed with Congressman Miller that it's imperative that the
United States reach a bi-partisan consensus on Central America. But, he added,
the present Reagan policy is "polarizing"
and "radical" and "notprudent."
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"How many Marxist-Leninist states can
the United States live with in Central
America is the real question," said
Severin.
Severin said that part of the problem is
our condescending attitude to the Americas. When we call someone an "American" she said, we refer to someone from
the United States, when in reality that appellation should apply to anyone from this

hemisphere.

Central America "is not our back yard,"
she said, "and Idon't like it describedlike
that."

—

Lemieux Library

A lecture and film presentation by Lt. Col. K.E. Hamburger of the
Department of History of the United States Military Academy at
West Point.Commissioned in 1964 as an Artillery Officer, Lt. Col.
Hamburger is also a skilled aviator, prize-winning artist, exemplary
combat soldier and a teacher and authorof national repute. He
has served extensively in Korea & Germany.
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of the problem is hungry children," and
there is "far toolittle discussionof that re-
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Panelist Jill Severin said the solution is

not political or militarybecause "theheart

.
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The Army CollegeFund.
Here's how it works. You qualify
to train in a skill you'dlike to learn, one
that entitles you to the Army College
Fund. Then each month you put aside
some of your Army salary.Just like a
savings account. Except the government
matches your savings 5 for 1 or more.
In two years, you could have
$15,200 for college. Your ArmyRecruiter has a booklet that explains all about
Army College Fund.
Pick one up.
Seattle University
Staff Sergeant Burdett 621-1377

BEALLYOUCANBE.
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be overseers
Seattle theologian says bishops should
...
(continued from page out')
ingto others what their properrolesshould

be.
"The church today is involved in
uttering the prophetic word, providing a
symbolic witnessand beingengagedinpolitical action," saidChamberlain.
He added that "the church's political
ministry is related to its evangelical mission."
Chirico mentioned three functions —a
catechetical one,
— a critical one and constructive one that need to be followed in
order to for the church to accomplish this
change of structure.
The catechetical function contends that
the church needs to teach followers its
principles, the critical function says that
the church needs to criticize society in
light of those principles,and the construc-

...
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LET THE
BAKER BE
YOUR EXTRA
GUESTROOM

tive function calls for the church toprovide
guidelines for action when values are not
being observed or when seeking to right
social wrongs.
Chirico saidhe feels that the role of the
bishops is to "oversee the conducting of

(and) to see
themission of the church
that the three functions are carried out in
the best possible way by the most capable
persons."
Based on the 1971 encyclical of Pope
Paul VI, Chamberlain said that the pope

talkedabout "a need for political activity"
and how" we must make the transformation from social involvement to political
involvement,as a way tochange evil social
structures that we see in the world around
us."

Caution urged after Xavier burglaries
Following a number of burglaries in
Xavier Hall two weeks ago, students
living oncampus are being urged topay
careful attention to keeping their doors
locked and keeping strangersout of the
dorms.
At least three rooms in Xavier were
burglarized by a man who hadbeenlet

in the building during the early morning hours and who simply walked
around the hallways, checking for unlocked doors, said Resident Director
Katie Stuart.
Stuart added that several people later

reported seeing the man checking
doors, but she said no one stopped him
until one of the student resident assistants questioned him and called Security. Meanwhile,the man was able to
walk off with a significant amount of
cash and valuables, including several
watches, wallets and various items of
jewelry. One of the watches taken was
reported to be worth $750.
The man apparently entered rooms
where students were sleeping, as well
as rooms that were left unlocked and
empty, Stuart said.

In addition, the description of the allegedburglar appears to be similar to
that ofanother Xavier burglary suspect
who wasreportedin February.Heis described as being a black male in his
mid-20s, about 56" tall, weighingapproximately 150 to 160lbs.,and a "very
neat" appearance.
Stuart said signs have been posted
around Xavier and the otherdorms asking students to double check their doors
and reminding them that they are responsible for keeping strangers out of
the dorms.

Reserve now
for Familyand

Budget-minded visitors to Seattle will
find the Baker Apartment-Hotela coxy,
charming place to stay.The Baker has
fully-furnished one-bedroom and studio
apartments(linens, kitchenettes, color
TV and telephoneincluded)in a quiet,
historical neighborhood.Theatres,
museums, parks, fine restaurants,
supermarkets,a post office anda variety
of small specialty shops are allwithin
walking distance.
(fJDtS
Baker Apartment Hotel
"
1121Broadway East Seattle. WA 98102
i Reservations: (206) 323-5909
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HUSH

There's no
doubt you're going
tomakeitin
thereal world,
butwhat
about yourcar?

wl^Snsservice

All typingdone on
professional equipment
Reasonable rates
Call 246-9386

hlU«f
1314 E.Pike
328-0066
(right btuween 13th & 14th Aye.)
Daily 7A.M.To 10P.M.

Dry Cleaning
Silk Dresses
Other Silk Items
Shirts
Sweaters
Skirts

4.75
3.00

Pants

1-75
1.75
175
175

Dresses

2.50

Jackets, Coats

4.50
4-50
Blankets
2.50
Suit Coats
4.25
2-pc.Suit
5.25
3-pc.Suit (suit & vest)
75
Ties
Overcoats
6.00
Raincoats
5.00
'Alterations
Available
*
Wash& Fold Laundry services $5/10 Ib(mln)
OPEN: 8-6 Mon-Fri
10-5 Sat closed Sun

—

Fordand Lincoln-Mercuryhave
MOO for graduating seniors toward the
purchase of selected cars and trucks.
Ford Motor Credit also has preapproved credit for qualified graduating seniors.
Offers end August 15,1985. For more information call Ford College Graduate
Purchase Program Headquarters at1-800-321-1536.

FORD " LINCOLN " MERCURY
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To deal with the maintenance problem we ask you to report things that need to be repaired in buildings; for example,burned light bulbs or brokenchairs.We will sub-.
mit a list of such problems to the administration and
keep cneckin9 witn tnem until these things are fixed.
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You can helpus keep the Chieftain open by dropping us
a comment on whether you want the Chieftain open or
not after 2 p.m.
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For Spring Quarter '85, the ASSU Senate will deal with
two problems: 1) the lack of maintenance in University
buildings and 2) getting the Chieftain open for study af-

Spring Spldsh

Ni&r

Office Hours

********** SENATE NEWS**********
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Comments and any maintenance requests may be submittedin the ASSU suggestion box, located outside the
ASSU office.
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GET INVOLVED IN S.U.
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Movie

"Spiash

'
How many times have you noticed problems on cam- I
pus and had some good ideas about how to solve
I
them?
Well, now's your chance!Run for the ASSU Senate.
Sign-ups are April 15-19 in the ASSU office.

"

ASSU ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
WED
ApriM7

THURS
April 18

FRI
April 19

Pre-LegalSociety Maydaze Committee
"FinallyFriday"
Meeting
Meeting
Tabard Inn5-8 p.m.
12:00 Library Stim- 3 p.m. UpperChief- $2 at the door Beer &
son Room
tain Conference
winew/I.D.
Room
Last day tosign up
SpecialEvents
Committee Meeting for Spring Senate
Elections
4 p.m. Activities Office

SAT

SUN

April 20

April21

Fillin the blank

April 22

Study in the Sun

Assu presents . .
MayDay Giveaway
Win a trip for two to Disneyland!! Winner willbe announcedat the Maydaze Lawn Fair, May 1St. See upcoming Maydaze information for details.

MON

TUES
April 23

Tabard Movie Night
"The Day After

.

"Finally Friday

April 19 5-8 p.m.
Featuringthe jazz sounds of Blue Sky $2 at the door
Beer & winew/I.D.

Scoreboard
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One half of the "dynamic duo",Tomoko Miyazawa, returnsa power shot

...
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while the other half,Debbie Soffe, plays the ball deep in the backcourt.

Men's tennis captures second in Whitman tourney
by SteveFantello

TheS.U.men's tennis team steppedinto
the front court ofS.U. sports this week after finishing a strong second place in the
Whitman College tourney held last weekend.

The men's team confidently defeated
Central Washington 7-2, Lewis &Clark 63,and Gonzaga 8-1 with their only loss to
the hosting Whitman team to wrap up the
second slot.
According to coach Janet Adkisson, the

Umpires don't want to play
in dispute with Chiefs' coach
by Steve Fantello

The question is: when is a game over
whenit isn't over?
The answer: When the umpires no

—

longer want toplay and walkoff the field
callit quits for the day.
Inthe secondinning in thebottomhalfof
the S.U. men's baseball team's contest
against Concordia College last Saturday, a
disputed call and subsequent "accident"
between the Chiefs head coach Dave Barb
and the first baseumpire led toBarb's ejection and the exitof the refereeing staff.
According to Barb, there were some bad
calls made by the umpire and both first
baseman Chieftain Pete Caro and second
baseman Marvin Carter exchanged words
with him. During Caro's exchange with
the umpire, Barb was in the third base
coaching box and said he couldn't hear
what was said but could see the umpire
pointing a finger at Caro.
"He pointed a finger at Pete and Idid
hear him say, 'you shut your mouth'," said
Barb. "With Marvin, Ididn't hear what
words were exchanged but Idid see him
point his finger. Ifigured at that point I
should intervene."
Barb had said nothing prior to the conversations between Carter, Caro and the
umpire or the questionable calls.
"I finally walked over to the ump and
told him he couldn't talk to my players that
way," he said.
Barb said the umpire, responding in a
not so cordial tone, told the coach he could
talk any wayhe pleased. Barb told the umpire that wasa "bunch ofhorseshit" and as
he walked away, the umpire responded in
kind. A heated exchange followed.
"I went to kick dirt on him and my toe
got hung up in the ground," Barb illustrated. "Thenit slippedand I
ended up fol-

lowing through and tapping him in the
didn't mean to kick him, just getdirt
shin. I
on him," he said.
The game was suspended in the top of
the second inning with Concordia leading
5-4.
Officially the game was forfeited by the
Chiefs, but Barbhas placed a call to the supervising umpire and saidright now there
is no way to tell what willhappen.
TheChiefs dropped the opening game of
the double-header 8-5, pitcher Dave Ebert
collected the loss to put hisrecord at 1-4.
Beyond the possible and likely forfen by
the Chiefs, S.U.has continued toplay well
and with a 3-3 record in the district are as
Barb commented, "playoffmaterial."
Last Monday and Tuesday, S.U. split
withEastern Washington State University,
losing the opener of the double header 13-5. The Chiefs came back with a big win,
their first ever over an NCAA Division I
opponent since 1980, with a 5-2 victory.
Clarence Carter went 3-for-4 including a
triple to pace the Chiefs. The following
Friday, the Chiefs literally blasted
Whitworth out of the park with a doubleheader win,4-2 and 12-4.
Marvin Carter, his brother Clarence,
Eric Reyesand Will Anderson all pounded
home runs in the two games. To that point
the Chiefs had won seven out of their last
nine.
Pitcher Shawn Murphy picked up two
wins on the trip to bring his total to 3-3,
tops on the squad.
"We finally found some defense and
have put everything together," Murphy
said. "It's starting tobe fun toplay again."
TheChiefs are now 8-19-1.
S.U. faces E.W.U. again today in a double-header slated for noon at the Lower

Woodland field.

men's success in the Whitman tourney was
a direct reflection of the team's past

matches. Especially theCalifornia tour in
late March, in which S.U. faced NCAA
Division Iteams and gained valuable experience.
"I'vebeefed up the schedule from what
it has been in the past," said Adkisson.
"Both the men's and women'shave a very

tough schedule."
Adkissonstrongly feels that this will aid
both teams in theDistrict Championships
in whichS.U. willbe thehostinearlyMay.
Themen's record now stands at 5-9, but
Adkisson doesn't feel that it is a true measure of the progress of the team.
"Their record (men) is not a true reflection of the season," commented Adkisson.
"Again because of a lot of those matches
were played against teams of a much
hipher division."

Women's standouts Debbie Soffe and
Tomoko Miyazawa continue to lead the
women's team whose record is now a respectable 8-7.
Adkisson rotates both Soffe and Miyazawa between the number one and two
spots. Bothhave only two losses.

"I'm trying to get both their records
strong so they will be good enough for us
to get twotop seeds in the district championships," Adkissonsaid.

After losing to the University of Puget
Sound 8- 1,the ladies cameback and beat
the University of Portland.
The women will be on the road all this
week facing CWU, PLU and Seattle Pacific.
The men will resumeplay next Wednesday in Tacomaagainst UPS.

Williams ,crew sail to top spots
by SteveFantello
Prevailingwinds carriedthe S.U. sailing
team to a fourth place spot last weekend in
a regatta held in Bellingham hosted by
Western Washington State University.
Putting in an excellent Saturday performance, skipper Todd Williams and

crew. Rosie McNamara cruised to four
firsts, a second, a fifth and a sixth to give
S.U. a second place spot overall in the B
fleet by the end of the day.
"Todd and Rosie were really incredible," said teammate Dan Clarkson. "Everyone was commenting on how well they
were moving in the water."
Williams, who notched his first ever
"first place" finish in his collegiatecareer
was quick to give credit to his crew.
"A consistent crew and the fact that we
had a chance to practice together. Rosie
was great and that was the bottom line,"
Williams said.
"I also read the lake pretty well," said
Williams. "There wasa part shapedlike an
moved the boat to the outhourglass and I
sideand we just took off. Thatgoesagainst
all rules of thumb because you are pretty
much supposed to weave up the middle,
but Ijust read the winds right."

Williams couldn't make it two days of
sleek sailing in a row as he missed Sunday's finale.
Clarkson came up to finish in Williams'
spot, but with an inexperienced crew,
could only manage to grab the third place
spot dropping S.U. a notch in the B fleet.
Skipper Pete Radwick and crew.Colleen
Monoghan, sailing in the A fleet, ended
the weekend in fourth place to give S.U. a
combined fourth place team finish in the
nine boat, six school field.
The hosting Vikings, with three boats
racing, finished in the topthree spots. With

S.U. capturing fourth, the University of
Oregon, Evergreen State, Oregon State,
and Lewis & Clark followed respectively.
In two weeksS.U. will travel to the University of BritishColumbia for the district
championships. According to Clarkson,
the winner of the district then willbe able
to enter into a national regatta. Clarkson
also explained that sailing is much different on the collegiate level than other
sports.

S.U. races in the same class as the University of Washington, who at one time
were number one in the country and now
are stillin the top ten.
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IM Softball

Copenhagen's chew up Yanks in feature game
by John Wordon
Copenhagen (2-0) moved into a tie with
Emerald Pub and Cheap Shot Glasses for
first place in the intramural softball men's
Gold division, with an impressive 5-3 victory over the defending champion S.U.
Yankees.

Copenhagen got on the board first in the
bottomof the second inning when, with
one out, Yankee pitcher Jim Narvone
walkedBruce Stewart. Chris Bundy followed with a single, as did John Klekotka
to load the bases. Joe Klekotka then singled toscore both Bundy and Stewart,givingCopenhagen a 2-0 lead.
In the top of the fourth, the Yankees
lookedas though theymight bridge the gap
whenNarvone singled, as didChris Behrman, and with some aggressive base running, the Yankees had runners on second
and third with no outs. However, on the
next play, Joe Sauvage grounded to third
basemanJoe Klekotka, who made an outstandingplay by not onlyholding Narvone
at third but also succeeding in throwing
Sauvageout at first. The next two Yankees
werealso unsuccessful in bringing the runners across, and the Yankees stranded two
meninscoring position. They would leave
a total of eight menonbase for the day.

In thebottom ofthe fourth, after a Bruce
Stewart single.JoeSauvage keptCopenhagen close as he robbed Chris Bundy of
what could have been a home run ball,
snagging the line drive with an impressive
defensive effort.
In the top of the fifth, the Yankees tied
things up, beginning with Tom Gleeson's
second single of the game, follows by a
single by John Sauvage. After Narvone
walked to load the bases, Chris Behrman
flied out to left, sacrificing both Gleeson
and Sauvagehome.

Copenhagen countered in the bottom of
the fifth, as Joe Klekotka walked and was
sacrificed to second whenDave Klekotka
flew out to center. Willie Collins followed
with a single, and after Chris Cole struck
out, Kevin Coluccio drove in what would
be the winning runs with a three-run homerungiving the Chew Misers a 5-2 edge.
In the top ofthe seventh, the Yankeesappeared to threaten as John Sauvage homeredto left, but the Yankees would again
strandrunnerson second and third, to end
the game.

Next Week:
Thursday
4:00
Cocktails v.Creative Wealth
Na Kone v. Staff Infection
5:30
69ers v. Mudhens
Saturday
9:00
P&G'ers v. Fourplay
Bellarmine Players v. Mixed Bunch
Goodbye Burla v. Shades
10:30
Road Warrior v. HectoHenries
12:00
69ers v.Edwin
Town& Country v. H-Team
Cheap Sunglasses v. Mad Dog111
1:30
Atpass v. Better Batters
Dangerous Euphamisms v. Commuters
3:00
LocalMotion v.Bubbles
4:30
UF's IIv. Master Batters
Nads v. Bats & Balls

...

...

Sunday
9:00

Jthf- ROBERTSON/THE SPECTATOR

Theresa Babcock of theMasterBatters closesher eyes and swings for a strike
callinlast weeks co-edsoftball action.
1:30
Nads v. Master Batters
Bats & Balls v.On Waivers
Bonzai Pipline v. Bye
Mold 111 v. Snowblind
3:00
Cocktails v. NaKone
Copenhagen
v. Pinheads
SPH v. Mudhens
4:
30
v.
EmeraldPub
Greenwave
Country
Town &
v. Better Batters
Cheap Shot Glasses v. SU Yankees
Dangerous Euphamisms v. Local Motion
CheapSunglasses v. Atpass
6:00
UF's IIv. Commuters
Road Warrior v. 69ers

...

10:30
12:00

CHALLENGE, RESPONSIBILITY,

OPPORTUNITY

Yourfirst job doesn't have to be dull. A sales career with New England
Companies can give you the training and the opportunity to develop
into a successful business professional.

Results (Through Saturday)
Master Batters def Dngrs.Euphemisms (forfeit)
Bubbles def On Waivers (forfeit)
Commuters 27, Bats & Balls 3
Local Motion 8, Nads 6
Mudhens 15, Schtank 11
,„, „
„. ,
Bubbles 7, Dangerous Euphamesims 6
_,„,
Pinheads 19 Mold 111 3
Commuters 15 Master Batters 13
Emerald Pub 4 Snowblind 3
Loca Motion def On Waivers (forfeit)
Copenhagen 5, SU Yankees 3
Bats & Balls 6, UF's II1
Cheap Shot Glasses 11, Greenwave 0
Smackers 25, Fourplay 0
P
&G'ers 10, Mixed Bunch 5
Better Batters 14, Hecto Henries 1
17, Bellarmine Players 0
Shades
7,
Atpass 69ers 5
Creative Wealth 16, Staff Infection 1
Cheap Sunglasses 8, T &C 6
69ers def Cocktails (forfeit)
Road Warrior 17, Ed Win 0
13, Bye 12
SPH
Hectom Henries 4, H-Team 3
16, Cocktails 10
Schtank
9,
111
69ers
3
Dog
Mad

,

Our Account Service Group is looking for business,liberal arts and finance majors to work with businesses and government in the areas of:
*
Pension Administration and Investment
"Health
and Welfare Plans
*Voluntary
Employee Benefit Programs
Take 30 minutes to talk to us. We'll be on campus April 23.

Acct for Nurses 3, Bilbo Baggers 0
Skebe 12, Islanders 0
Softballs 7, Raves 4
Obscene & Not Heard 10, Where's Hankins 8

Sports
shorts
Tickets will be on sale today for the
S.U. men'sbaseball contest against Pacific Luthem University in the
Kingdome on April 28.
TheChiefs game willfollow the Mariners contest with the California Angels. The Ms game scheduled for 1:30
p.m.
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New EnglandCompanies
1300 IBM Building
1200 Fifth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 682-8333
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today
Beta Alpha Psi sponsors a joint-scholarship dinner at Triples Restaurant from 6
to 8 p.m.

A sacred music concert to benefit the
Christian Halfway House for women begins at 3:30 p.m. at the Ballard First Lutheran Church, 2006, N.W. 65th St. Tickets
are $3.50 per person and are available by
calling 525-1213.

Seniors interested in a weekend escape
to the coast, should attend a meetingat
noonin thecommuter studentlounge at
noon,(today)

18
A campus gardening tour by Grounds
Supervisor Ciscoe Morris takesplacefrom
noon to 1 p.m. The tour leaves from the
bookstorelobby at 12:05 p.m.
The summer job fair goes from noonto 2
p.m. in the library foyer.

22

21
Abraham Lowenthal of USC and Edward
Gonsalez of UCLA, two authorities on Central America, are principalspeakersat a "Seattle Central America Policy Conference" at the Westin Hotel. The conference
begins at 8 a.m. and cost to attend, which includes a conference packet and continental
breakfast, is $18 for individuals, $15 for students and $35 for corporations.

Senator Julian Bond speaks on "Collision
Course ina Divided Society"at the Mount
Zion Baptist Church, 1634-19th Aye. Cost to
attendis $5.|26)

Lt. Col. K.E. Hamburger of the U.S. Military Academy at Westpoint speaks on "Two

27

Borders: Koreaand Germany"at 7 p.m. in
the Stimson room of the library.(22)
A Walk for Peace andJustice begins at 8
a.m.,starting at the BokeingSpace Centerin
Kent to the Boeingcorporateheadquartersin
Seattle. For more information, call Seattle
Nonviolent Action Group at 325-5202.(22)

19
Clark Moustakas, president of the Center
for Humanistic Services, speaks at a workshop entitled "The Phenomenology of
Individual Experience" at Pigott auditorium from 8:30 a.m.to 4:30p.m. Conference
fee is $60 for the generalpublic and $30 for
students.

26

23

A workshopon "Politics for the People:
Leadership in the80s" goes from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. at Mount Zion Baptist Church,
1634 19th Aye. The workshopis being conductedby Senator Julian Bondand costs $45
to attend.|27)

The Learning Center conducts a workshopon learningstyles from 5 to 6 p.m. in
Pigott 403.

30
The Learning Center conducts a workshop on lateral thinking from 5 to 6 p.m.
in Pigott 403.

25
John Kippley, founder and presidentof the
Couple to Couple League, speaks on "Birth
Control and Christian Discipleship" at 8
p.m. in Pigott auditorium. (2s)

etc.
Make time to attend the Fourth Annual

SUMMER JOB FAIR
TOMORROW! APRIL 18
12 NOON TO 2 PM
LEMIEUX LIBRARY FOYER

The Counseling Center conducts a
dream group Tuesdays andThursdays from
noon to 1 p.m.letc.)

Students interested in applying for election board coordinator should signup at
the ASSUoffice by April 17.(etc.)

A variety of Work-study and Non-Work study employers will be
presenting information about part-time and summer job open-

ings.

Employers attending include:
Campfire of Seattle
Central Co-op
Children's Orthopedic Hosp.
City of Seattle
Div. of Developmental Disabilities
Echo Glen Children's Center
Evergreen Legal Services
Foster, Pepper and Rivera
FredHutchinsonCancer Research
Girl Scout Totem Council
Girls Club of Puget Sound
Godfather's on the Waterfront
Hearing Speechand
Deafness Center
Holiday Inn CrownPlaza

IBM
John Fluke Mfg
King Co. Police
K.C. ProsecutingAttorney
Lamb, Hansen andLamb
Lamont's Apparel

The Language School
Laser

The Learning Tree
TheMasonClinic
New EnglandCompanies
Pacific ScienceCenter
Pioneer Human Services
Seattle 1st Nat'lBank
Seattle King Co. Conventionand
Visitor's Bureau (Kingdome)
Seattle King Co. Public Defender
The Shelter
SeattleSheraton
Swedish Hospital
Wallingford Boys & Girls Club
Washington Credit Union
Wa. State Attorney General
WASHPIRG
Weller Bros.

UW/lnstruction Center
YMCA of Greater Seattle
YMCAof Seattle-King Co.

Educationstudents interested in working
with fifth graders on environmental education and are free to go ona camping tripMay
28, 29, and 30, should contact Bruce Fowler,
principalof Leschi Elementary, at 587-5193.

AnIntensiveJournal workshopstarts at
9a.m on April 27 and 28. For moreinformation and to register, contact the continuing
education office at 626-6626.

.

International meets every
Thursday
at 3 p.m. in the Bellarmine
other
conferenceroom. For moreinformation, call
David Leigh, S.J. at 626-5480.
Amnesty

A stress management course by Suzanne Phillips and Penny Brewer of Providence MedicalCenter, starts at 7:30 p.m. on

24
A faculty workshop entitled "Education
at S.U. for a Nuclear Age"startsat 2p.m. in
the 1891 R00m.(24|

The Redmond Library is presenting a Sichuan photography exhibit now through
April 27.1

Studentsinterestedin finding teaching
jobs in the U.S. andin foreign countries,
should contact the Foreign and Domestic
Teachers Organizations, in care of The National Teacher's Placement Agency, Universal Teachers, Box 5321, Portland, OR
97208.(etc)
Students interested in running for an
ASSU senatepositionshould sign-up at the
ASSUoffice by April 19.(etc.|

"BeforetheColors Fade SeattleUniversity RemembersWorld War II"continues

every Thursday until May 16 at 7:45 p.m. in
Barman 112.(etc.)

The "Gifts ofHope" drivehas been extended until May 26. Donations of maternity clothes, baby clothes, money or any
other baby items should be dropped off at
the following collection points: Bellarmine
desk, campus ministry, bookstore lobby,
Marian Hall, Campion desk and Upper
Chieftain.|etc. )
The 36th annual Symposium on Alcoholism will be held from June 24 toJuly 5,
1985 at S.U. For more information, contact
the alcohol studies program at 626-6498.

seven Thursdays, beginning April 18. The

class will take place at the Rainier Family
Medical Clinic and cost to attend is $70. To
register call 326-5530.

Hui O NaniHawaii luau tickets are on
sale at Bellarmine from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
Wednesdays and Thursdays, and from 5:30
p.m. to6:30p.m. on Fridays. Ticketsare also
available at the ASSU ticket booth.

The honors student council sponsui* a
short story contest witha $50 first prize.
The contest is open to all S.U. undergraduates. Deadline tosubmit entries is May 6 and
they must be turned in to Marian 124. For
more information call the honors department at 626-5480.
Students between the ages of 14ui,u 1\ interested in qualifying for the American
RedCross' First Aid Service Team, are invited to attend training classes onsevencon-

secutive Saturdays, from April 20 through
at the RedCross
June 1, from 9 a.m. to3 p.m.
headquarters, 1900 25th Aye. S. A $15 fee
will be charged for course materials.

A forum entitled "To Shape a Just Economy: A Discussion of the Draft of the
American Bishops Pastoral Letter"is being presented in six parts on consecutive
Mondays, from April 15 toMay 20 at 7 p.m.
Cost toattendis $15. For more registration or
to register, call the continuing education office at 626 6626

Times for two events on the academic
calendar havebeen changed. Baccalaure
ate Masswillbe onJune 1 in St.James Cathe
dral at 11 a.m. and the senior reception will
be in Campion on the samedate from 3:30 tc
5:30 p.m. Both activities are scheduled ear
Herin the day than in previous years.(etc.)

Applications for senior class speaker
are now available in the office of the assistant vice president for student, second floor

of the Student Union building. For moreinformation, call 626-5685. (etc)

Nursing students are remindedthat preregistration will be held April22 26.Check
posters at the nursing building, explaining
specific details.(etc.l

The Hawaiian Club sells luau andraffle
tickets at the bookstorelobby today from 11
a.m. to3 p.m. and tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m. For more information contact Millie
Gabo at 323-0305.(etc)

